ABSTRACT: Dewar photoproduct (Dewar PP) is the valence isomer of (6-4) photoproduct ((6-4)PP) in photodamaged DNA. Compared to the extensive studied CPD photoproducts, the underlying repair mechanisms for the (6-4)PP, and especially for the Dewar PP, are not well-established to date. In this paper, the repair mechanism of DNA Dewar photoproduct T(dew)C in (6-4) photolyase was elucidated using hybrid density functional theory. Our results showed that, during the repair process, the T(dew)C has to isomerize to T(6-4)C photolesion first via direct C6–N3 bond cleavage facilitated by electron injection. This isomerization mechanism is energetically much more efficient than other possible rearrangement pathways. The calculations provide a theoretical interpretation to recent experimental observations.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the increasing incidence of skin cancer, UV photodamage of DNA has drawn considerable attention nowadays.1,2 The absorption of the UV-light by DNA results in three reactive photochemical lesions. Compared to the frequently found photoproducts, cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers (CPDs) and pyrimidine (6-4) pyrimidone photoproducts ((6-4)PPs), the Dewar photoproducts (DewarPPs), the valence isomer of (6-4)PP (see Figure 1), have received much less attention to date. In 1964, it was first observed by Johns et al.3 and found to be neither quantitatively nor biologically negligible in solar cytotoxicity and mutagenesis.4 The photolyase is a flavoprotein which uses UV light energy to split the photodamaged lesions via the electron-transfer redox cycle of the flavin molecules in organisms.5 There are plenty of studies concerning the enzymatic repair pathways of CPDs and (6-4)PPs.5–19 Among those, an oxetane intermediate involved in the repair mechanism of (6-4)PPs was often suggested by both theoretical and experimental studies.10–13 Nonetheless, it was questioned by Domratcheva and Schlichting, who proposed a nonoxetane repair mechanism.14

In addition, taking the protein environment into consideration, there are different hypothetical repair mechanisms in relation to two conserved histidine residues.15–19 These two conserved histidines, which are His365 and His369 in Figure 1, were proposed to play a pivotal role for the DNA repair activity.15,18,19 First, these histidines’ different protonation states may markedly influence the pH of the active site, and it was observed that the (6-4) photolyase exhibits significant pH-dependent changes for repair activity in vitro.19 Moreover, these two highly conserved histidines were suggested to catalyze the formation of the oxetane intermediate 1 or the transient-water-molecule-formation model16,17 from the (6-4) photoproduct. A recent ENDOR study19 and ultrafast spectroscopy18 revealed that the histidine close to the ribityl chain of the FAD (His365 in Figure 1) is likely protonated and the proton transfer between this histidine and (6-4)PP is an essential step in catalysis. A former interpretation of different experimental observations requires detailed work about the role of these two histidines and different protonation states of His365.

Similar to CPDs and (6-4)PPs, DewarPPs can be repaired by photolyases. However, due to the low yield and difficulties in detection, the photoreactivity and repair mechanism of DewarPPs has not yet been well-understood to date. Very recently, Glas et al. reported that the repair of DewarPPs by (6-4) photolyase involved a rearrangement of the Dewar lesions into the corresponding (6-4)PPs via direct C–N bond cleavage,20 which requires electron injection from the singlet excited state of...
FADH$. Our previous work showed that the isomerization from T(dew)T to T(6-4)T in the neutral ground state has a very high barrier (about 30 kcal/mol), while it is sharply reduced to 15 kcal/mol when one electron is injected.21

In the current study, several enzymatic repair pathways are studied by the density functional theory method. From our calculations, the rearrangement of the Dewar lesions into the corresponding (6-4) lesions with electron injection was validated as the most efficient repair pathway. The role of the two conserved histidines has also been examined. These results contribute to the detailed understanding of the repair mechanism of DNA photolesions.

2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

A model of the active site is designed based on the crystal structure of (6-4) photolyase in complex with DewarPP T(dew)C (PDB code: 2WQ6). As shown in Figure 1, the model includes the His365-His369-Tyr423 triad which is believed to be important for catalysis,22 the flavin adenine nucleotide (FAD) cofactor (simplified by its adenine part), and the 2'-OH group, as well as residue Q299 due to the strong hydrogen bonds formed with the lesion. We particularly consider His365 as both neutral (HIE) and protonated (HIP) options in our active site model to investigate the influence of the different protonation states. The truncation atoms were fixed to their X-ray positions to keep the optimized geometries close to the experimental ones and labeled with asterisks. Apart from these centers, the geometries were fully optimized, including those of transition states.

The repair of the T(dew)C involves not only the transfer of the amino group to the C4' atom but also a N3'—C6' bond breaking process which causes the isomerization from T(dew)C to T(6-4)C. Former C—N breaking (NH2 transfer) pathways are noted as A, B, and C pathways in this paper. The transition state of the later N3'—C6' bond breaking process is noted as TS-RA. In this paper, we propose that the electron donation from the flavin cofactor occurs directly into the DewarPP, forming the radical anion. Therefore, the calculations are in the radical anionic ground state if there is no special instruction.

A standard procedure in the cluster approach for modeling enzymes is used in this work.23,24 This approach has been systematically assessed and successfully applied to a large number of enzymes.25—27 The B3LYP hybrid functional was used in the present work. The standard 6-31G(d) basis set was used throughout the geometry optimizations. To obtain more accurate energies, the larger 6-311++G(2d,2p) basis set was employed to perform single-point calculations based on the optimized structures. Frequency calculations were performed to confirm the nature of stationary points and transition states. The locking procedure leads to several small imaginary frequencies, typically below 40i cm$^{-1}$. These contribute insignificantly to the ZPE and can be ignored.23,24 To consider the solvation effects from the surrounding protein, single-point calculations were carried out with a polarizable continuum model (IEF-PCM).28—30 The dielectric constant of 4 was used to model the parts of the enzyme that are not included in the quantum chemical active site model.23—25 All calculations were performed using the Gaussian 03 software package.31

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Repair Mechanisms for Neutral Histidine HIE365. First, we consider the His365 in its neutral state HIE365 in our active site model (with 127 atoms in total). The optimized geometries
for all stationary points are depicted in Figures 2 and 3, and energy profiles are summarized in Figure 4.

In N-react which is the reactant of the neutral (N) HIE365 model, the DewarPP lesion is stabilized by two histidines and surrounding hydrogen bonding networks. For His369, the hydrogen bond between NA-H and O4 is 2.03 Å, and His369 establishes another strong hydrogen bond of 1.71 Å with the OH group of Tyr423. HIE365 forms three hydrogen bonds with O4 of Dewar PP (1.98 Å), O2 of Dewar PP (2.17 Å), and 2'-hydroxyl of FAD (1.98 Å), respectively. A hydrogen bond is also found between O2 of DewarPP and Gln299 (2.05 Å). The vertical electron affinity (EA) for N-react is –6.4 kcal/mol, and the adiabatic EA is 9.3 kcal/mol. So the reaction is exothermic when accepting an electron.

The optimized structure of transition state (TS) for the N3′–C6′ bond cleavage in the radical anion form, TS-RA, is shown in Figure 2. The N3′–C6′ distance is 2.07 Å in neutral TS, while it is much shorter (1.70 Å) in TS-RA. The electron in radical anion is delocalized over C4′, C5′, and C6′ of dewar part and C4 of pyrimidine ring. Recent experimental data presented that the repair of Dewar isomers by (6-4) photolyase involved electron injection process with the rearrangement of the Dewar lesions into the corresponding (6-4) lesions. Our previous calculations on T(dew)T model has revealed that,

Figure 3. Optimized structures of the transition states and intermediates along the reaction pathway for substrate orientation A and B with the HIE365 model.
if one electron was injected to form radical anion, the barrier of the isomerization from DewarPP into (6-4)PP was sharply decreased. Similar to \( T'(dew)T \),\textsuperscript{21} the dissociation of the N3-C6 bond in the singlet neutral pathway requires almost 30 kcal/mol activation energy, while it only needs 8.3 kcal/mol in HIE365 model through the radical anion structure; see Table 1.

Why are isomerization reactions of anion radical much faster than neutral one? The cleavage of the thymine photodimer of \( \text{NH}_3 \) on the C4’ of DewarPP. We also find the transition state A-TS2 and the final product int2 as shown in Figure 3. The C4’-N distance is located at 1.91 Å, and the calculated barrier is 28.9 kcal/mol. It is interesting to see that the hydrogen bond between the His369 and the \( \text{NH}_2 \) group becomes stronger at A-TS1.

Table 1. Calculated Relative Energies for the 6-4PP and DewarPP in the Ground State via Neutral and Radical Anion (RA) Pathway at the PCM/B3LYP or UB3LYP/6-311++G-(2d,2p) Level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathway</th>
<th>Relative Energy (kcal/mol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T(6-4)C</td>
<td>HIE365: 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS</td>
<td>HIE365: 86.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T(dew)C</td>
<td>HIE365: 56.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T(6-4)C-(RA)</td>
<td>HIE365: 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS-RA</td>
<td>HIE365: 82.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Calculated potential energy profiles (energies in kcal/mol) in three different orientations for the HIE365 model.

Next, we studied the amino group transfer pathways. For the amino group transfer, three possible orientations can be envisioned; see Scheme 1. In pathway A and C, the amino group transfer is stepwise, in which the leaving \( \text{NH}_3^- \) is stabilized through a hydrogen bond to one of the two histidines (path A: his369, path C: his365) via transition state TS1. Then it goes through TS2 to attack the C4’ and finally finish the transfer process. In pathway B, the amino group transfer is concerted without the involvement of two histidines. If we look carefully at the structure of N-react, His369 sits on the more preferred position than HIE365 for accepting the transferred amino group. So when the amino group leaves the lesion molecule, it may attack to His369, which is called pathway A here. We optimized the transition state for the C-N bond cleavage (A-TS1) and the resulting intermediate (A-Int1), which are shown in Figure 3. The C-N bond cleavage barrier is found to be 16.6 kcal/mol, which is 8.3 kcal/mol higher than that of TS-RA. The C-N distance is 1.90 Å of A-TS1 and increases to 2.75 Å in A-Int1. On the contrary, the N-NA-H distance decreased from 2.03 Å in HIE-react to 1.77 Å in A-TS1 and 1.74 Å at A-Int1. This clearly implies that His369 stabilizes the transferred amino group and resulted in a stable intermediate.

Pathway B does not involve the participation of the two conserved histidines. The optimized structure of the transition state B-TS1 is displayed in Figure 3. The direct amino group transfer in DewarPP results in a four-membered ring structure. The corresponding C–N distances in B-TS1 are 1.52 Å and 1.63 Å, respectively. The four-membered ring is highly strained with relatively high energy. The calculated reaction barrier for this concerted pathway is 40.9 kcal/mol, which makes pathway B an unlikely mechanistic option.

In summary, compared with an isomerization reaction, other possible repair channels in T(dew)C have relatively much higher barriers. If one electron is injected into T(dew)C, the N3-C6’ bond breaking will take place fast ahead of other possible pathways.

3.2. Repair Mechanisms for Protonated Histidine HIP365.

In this part, we consider His365 as protonated HIP residue, and the model is 128 atoms. We summarized the optimized geometries and the potential energy profiles in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. Those main hydrogen-bonding networks are retained in the reactant of the protonated HIP365 model (P-react). Different from N-react, the central HIP365 forms hydrogen bond with N3’ of DewarPP instead of O2.’ Meanwhile, there is a strong hydrogen bond between adenine group and O4 of lesion. The vertical electron affinity (EA) for P-react is 44.6 kcal/mol, while the adiabatic EA is 56.7 kcal/mol. Compared with the N-react, the large EA values for P-react indicate that the electron injection is much more energetically feasible when the His365 is protonated.
The summarized structural parameters and energies are listed in Figure 2 and Table 1, respectively. For the neutral molecule, the transition state of the N3′–C6′ cleavage is 30.0 kcal/mol higher than the reactant, and the N3′–C6′ bond distance is 2.08 Å. The C–N distance decreases to 1.68 Å of TS-RA with the barrier of only 5.0 kcal/mol. The spin densities for TS-RA are also delocalized over C4, C4′, C5′, and C6′ of the dewar ring. The isomerization barrier of the protonated His365 is about 3 kcal/mol lower than that in neutral one.

We also studied the amino group transfer mechanism in orientation A in a similar fashion as for the HIE365 process, which is depicted in Figure 6. The barrier is calculated to be 17.4 kcal/mol relative to the P-react, which is quite close to that in the HIE365 case. In this situation, His369 provides stabilization on the TS and intermediate through hydrogen bonds. Since His365 is protonated, it can deliver a proton to (6-4)PP lesion (pathway C), which was assumed to be the key step of the repair photocycle.18 We located the transition state of the proton transfer from HIP365 to the NH2 group (P-C-TS1). The proton resides in the middle of two nitrogen atoms. The proton transfer produces a neutral NH3 molecule in intermediate P-C-int1. The proton transfer takes place easily with a barrier of only 5.8 kcal/mol of barrier. For the following C–N cleavage step, the transition state P-C-TS2 is located at C–N distance of 1.64 Å, and it is 4 kcal/mol higher than P-C-int2. The low barrier proposes that the formation of NH3 facilitates the direct breakage of the C–N bond at the 3′ base. After releasing the NH3 group, we found a very stable intermediate P-C-int2 which is 23.9 kcal/mol lower than reactant. The C–N distance is 3.88 Å then. Although the following transition state for nucleophilic attack, P-C-TS3, is just 25.2 kcal/mol higher above the reactant, owing to the stability of P-C-int2, the repair process through orientation C can never happen without enough energy. The protonated His365 results in geometrical changes of the protein environment and opens a new repairway via proton transfer. However, the proton transfer mechanism still cannot compete with the fast isomerization between T(dew)C and T(6-4)C. Because of the electrostatic repulsion from the protonated HIP365, the concerted amino group transfer intermediate has even high energy, which will not be presented here.

In our work, we showed that His365 and His369, which are close to the DewarPP lesion and flavin cofactor, play a critical role in enzymatic DNA repair. For T(dew)C, the key amino group transfer process takes place with a lower barrier under the help of conserved His369, which forms a strong hydrogen bond with the NH2 group. Furthermore, the change in the protonation state of His365 causes small but important reorientations of the protein side chains and makes the HIP365 face the NH2 group. Then the proton transfer from HIP365 to NH2 occurs fast with a very low reaction barrier. However, the following nucleophilic attack to the C4′ of the 3′ base has a relatively high barrier to pass in both situations.

Compared with above amino group transfer repair mechanisms, the direct N3′–C6′ bond cleavage of isomerization from T(dew)C to T(6-4)C is the most efficient one. It is worth to mention that a previous study showed the different Dewar PPs possessing a distinct repair efficiency in (6-4) photolyase.34 We can conclude that the different activation energy needed for T(dew)T (15.4 kcal/mol)21 and T(dew)C (8.3 kcal/mol) seems to be the most important factor for the different repair efficiencies of these two Dewar PPs.
4. CONCLUSION

In this work, the repair mechanism of DNA Dewar photoproduct T(dew)C in (6-4) photolyase is studied by using hybrid density functional theory. Both neutral and protonated His were considered, and the roles of two reserved histidines in the mechanism of repair of the Dewar lesions by (6-4) DNA photolyases have also been discussed. We found that residue His369 can stabilize both the intermediate and the transition states. The protonated His365 makes changes of the protein environment and opens a new repairway via proton transfer. The isomerization from DewarPP into (6-4)PP with one electron injection is energetically very favorable. Three plausible amino group transfer pathways were investigated but turned out to have much higher barriers. On the basis of these findings, we propose that the catalytic cycle for the repair of DewarPP needs corresponding isomerization to (6-4)PP, which supports the hypothesis by the experimentalist.²⁰

Figure 5. Optimized structures of the transition states and intermediates along the reaction pathway for substrate orientation A and C with the HIP365 model.

Figure 6. Calculated potential energy profiles (energies in kcal/mol) in different orientations for the protonated His365.
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